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Little Fatty (å°•èƒ– XiÇŽo PÃ ng) is an internet meme involving superimposing the face of a boy on various
photographs. Because of the internet meme and the resulting sudden fame, the boy, Qian Zhijun, decided to
become a public figure, and he became a major celebrity and an actor in China.The "Little Fatty" meme is an
example of earlier e gao works, which mainly consisted of images edited in ...
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Nikki Sixx (born Frank Carlton Serafino Feranna, Jr.; December 11, 1958) is an American musician,
songwriter, radio host, and photographer, best known as the co-founder, bassist, and primary songwriter of
the band MÃ¶tley CrÃ¼e. Prior to forming MÃ¶tley CrÃ¼e, Sixx was a member of Sister before going on to
form London with his Sister bandmate Lizzie Grey.
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